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Edgewood Made exists within the intersection of nature and the 

manufacturing process. Understanding the space in which these 

entities coexist is at the foundation of what drives our design. 

We utilize nature as our inspiration and manufacturing as our 

medium – following the rules that both set in place, 

but never allowing for one to dictate the other. 

   

Edgewood Made products are designed and manufactured 

in Philadelphia, PA. 
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Ceramics:

All of our ceramic products are slipcase from porcelain. Slip casting is a process where one 

pours a liquid form of clay called slip into molds made from plaster. The plaster absorbs 

moisture from the slip, and a thin layer of porcelain begins to form inside of the mold on the 

plaster. Once that skin builds up to the desired thickness we pour the excess slip out to be 

reused, and the material that is left, when it is dry enough, is removed from the mold to be 

cleaned up and turn into the final product. We then go through a process of trimming and 

sponging before the first (Bisque) kiln firing at 1,800 degrees. We then lightly sand any imper-

fections, apply glaze, and then fire once more at 2,232 degrees. We then unload the kiln for a 

final sanding which gives our product that signature silky stone like feel.

One of the elements that gives our products their unique look is how we create our molds. All 

of our initial shapes that we create come from carving wood, or assembling and working into 

dense material. Most ceramicists work from clay in order to build their forms. We see clean 

distinct lines of definition as being paramount to showing definition of form, and working from 

hard plugs in order to create these forms give us the ability to create this definition. We then 

take the plugs and create our plaster molds from these forms.

Another element that differentiates our products is that on all of our ceramics we leave the 

exterior unglazed and glaze the interior with clear glaze. We mix our porcelain with different 

minerals in order to give the raw clay different colors. Leaving the clay raw on the exterior 

does a couple things. It gives all of our ceramics a unique smooth stone like feel as well as the 

matte color which helps to embellish our forms allowing for more dramatic shadowing. 

Additionally the lack of surface detailing allows for the simplicity of our forms to become the 

main focus with out distraction. 



Vase Section A/B/C
Inspired by the vascular systems of trees, each vase can 
be displayed on its own, or paired with any other 
quantity of section to display together in a myriad of 
arrangements to create unique sculptural tablescapes.

MATERIAL: Porcelain 
  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior.
CARE & USE: Hand wash
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Vase Section A

ITEM NUMBER:  1701-W (Woodland)
  1701-B (Charcoal Black)
  1701-DS (Dry Sage)
  1701-SB (Sky Blue)
  1701-C (Coral)
  1701-I (Ivory White) NEW!

SIZE:   5”W x 9” L x 6”H

Vase Section B

ITEM NUMBER:  1702-W (Woodland)
  1702-DS (Dry Sage)
  1702-B (Charcoal Black)
  1702-SB (Sky Blue)
  1702-C (Coral)
  1702-I (Ivory White) NEW!

SIZE:   5”W x 5”D x 11.5”H 

Vase Section C

ITEM NUMBER:  1703-B (Charcoal Black)
  1703-DS (Dry Sage)
  1703-W (Woodland)
  1703-C (Coral)
  1703-SB (Sky Blue)
  1703-I (Ivory White) NEW!

SIZE:   7”W x 7”D x 10”H 
   



Vase

 Inspired by the process used to create this vase, the 

mold line that occurs during casting is accentuated to 

help embellish its form. 

ITEM NUMBER:  1408-DS (Dry Sage)

  1408-B (Black)

  1408-W (Woodland)

  1408-C (Coral)

  1408-SB (Sky Blue)
  1408-I (Ivory White) NEW!

MATERIAL: Porcelain

  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior.

SIZE:    6”W x 6”D x 12”H

CARE & USE: Hand wash
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Pitcher
With facets that are derived from its function, this 

form is perfect for anything from serving to a decora-

tive vase.

ITEM NUMBER:  1410-W (Woodland)

  1410-B (Charcoal Black)
  1410-DS (Dry Sage)
  1410-SB (Sky Blue)
  1410-C (Coral)
  1410-I (Ivory White) NEW!

MATERIAL: Porcelain

  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior.

SIZE:   48 oz.  4.75” W x7.25” D x 10.75” H 

OPTIONS:  Available in our Terrene Series Colors

CARE & USE: Hand wash
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8 oz. / 12 oz. Cup
Drawn from the same inspiration and designed to 
compliment Edgewood Made’s iconic pitcher, these 
cups come in two sizes and offer a unique drinking 
experience.

MATERIAL: Porcelain 
  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior.
CARE & USE: Hand wash
 

8 oz.

ITEM NUMBER:  1704-DS (Dry Sage)
  1704-W (Woodland)
  1704-B (Charcoal Black)
  1704-C (Coral)   
  1704-SB (Sky Blue)
  1704-I (Ivory White) NEW!

SIZE:   2.75”W x 3.25” D x 3.5”H

12 oz.

ITEM NUMBER:  1705-DS (Dry Sage)
  1705-W (Woodland)
  1705-B (Charcoal Black)
  1705-C (Coral)
  1705-SB (Sky Blue)
  1705-I (Ivory White) NEW!

SIZE:   2.75”W x 3.5”D x 5.25”H 

8 oz.

12 oz.



Flask
Great for holstering a drink in your back pocket, mixing up 

and storing salad dressing or simply as a vase. This organic 

form feels just right in ones hand.

ITEM NUMBER:  1409-DS (Dry Sage)

  1409-B (Charcoal Black)

  1409-W (Woodland)

  1409-SB (Sky Blue)

  1409-C (Coral)
  1409-I (Ivory White) NEW!

MATERIAL: Porcelain

  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior. 

  Features a liquid food grade cork stopper. 

SIZE:   8 oz.  3.5" W x 1.25" D x 6.5" H

CARE & USE: Dishwasher safe
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Wood Grain Cup

 A testament to tactility, the feel of the raw porcelain 

wood grain texture is a delight to hold. Edgewood 

Made’s iconic cup is perfect for anything from a 

tumbler to a toothbrush holder.

ITEM NUMBER:  1411-DS (Dry Sage)
  1101-I (Ivory White)

  1411-B (Black)

  1411-W (Woodland)

  1411-C (Coral)

  1411-SB (Sky Blue)

MATERIAL: Porcelain

  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior. 

SIZE:   10oz.  4.5”h x 2.75”w 

CARE & USE: Dishwasher safe
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Mug
An exercise of process, this mug features a handle 

that is cast as part of the mug resulting in a wonderful 

surprise interior dimple detail.

ITEM NUMBER:  1503-DS (Dry Sage)

  1503-B (Black)

  1503-W (Woodland)

  1503-SB (Sky Blue)

  1503-C (Coral)

  1503-I (Ivory White) NEW!

MATERIAL: Porcelain

  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior. 

SIZE:   12oz.  5” W x 4” H

CARE & USE: Dishwasher safe
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Two-Tone Mug
This playful remix of Edgewood Made’s classic mug 

creates a one of a kind look while keeping true to its 

minimalist form.

ITEM NUMBER:  1706-SB+C (Sky Blue + Coral)

  1706-B+C (Black + Coral)

  1706-DS+C (Dry Sage + Coral)

  1706-W+C (Woodland + Coral)

  1706-C+SB (Coral + Sky Blue)

  1706-B+SB (Black + Sky Blue)

  1706-DS+SB (Dry Sage + Sky Blue)

  1706-W+SB (Woodland + Sky Blue)

MATERIAL: Porcelain

  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior. 

SIZE:   12oz.  5” W x 4” H

CARE & USE: Dishwasher safe



Marcy Nesting Bowls
The Marcy Nesting Bowls are an extension of the Marcy 

Collection. Working off of the Marcy Bowl design, the same 

form has been sized up and down using the golden ratio, to 

create bowls for a variety of functions while maintaining 

perfect aesthetic geometry.

MATERIAL: Porcelain 
  Glazed interior, unglazed exterior.

CARE & USE: Dishwasher safe
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Marcy Bowl Mini
SIZE:   3.5” W x  1.25“H

ITEM NUMBER:  1610-DS (Dry Sage)
  1610-W (Woodland)
  1610-B (Black)
  1610-C (Coral)
  1610-SB (Sky Blue) 
  1610-I (Ivory White) NEW!

Marcy Bowl Small
SIZE:   5” W x  1.5“H

ITEM NUMBER:  1611-DS (Dry Sage)
  1611-W (Woodland)
  1611-B (Black)
  1611-C (Coral)
  1611-SB (Sky Blue)
  1611-I (Ivory White) NEW!

Marcy Bowl Standard
SIZE:   7” W x  2.5“H

ITEM NUMBER:  1516-DS (Dry Sage)          
  1516-B (Black) 
  1516-W (Woodland)
  1516-C (Coral)
  1516-SB (Sky Blue)
  1516-I (Ivory White) NEW!

Marcy Bowl Large
SIZE:   10.25” W x  3.25“H

ITEM NUMBER:  1612-DS (Dry Sage)
  1612-W (Woodland)
  1612-B (Black)
  1612-C (Coral)
  1612-SB (Sky Blue)
  1612-I (Ivory White) NEW!

Marcy Bowl XL
SIZE:   14.75” W x  4.75“H

ITEM NUMBER:  1613-DS (Dry Sage)
  1613-W (Woodland)
  1613-B (Black)
  1613-C (Coral)
  1613-SB (Sky Blue)
  1613-I (Ivory White) NEW!
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Wood:

Wood has always been an inspiration to us. Both the look of a well finished piece of wood as 

well as the tree itself. The tree is an incredible organic system that interacts with its environ-

ment in a way that is one of the factors that influence our philosophy of design. We exclu-

sively use domestic hardwoods that we source from an amazing supplier in western Penn-

sylvania. 

All of our designs are inspired by a combination of the process used to make our products 

and the materials that they are made from. To make our wooden products  we utilize every-

thing from traditional hand tools to industrial computer controlled machinery. Our designs 

are the culmination of the inspiration found in the material itself as well as the machinery 

used to make the products. We are almost as passionate about the machines we use to 

make our products as the products themselves. We have slowly collected them over the 

years and they enable us to design the work that we do. 

Our wood products have a simplicity that does not distract from the natural beauty of a 

well sanded piece of wood. We add in subtle detailing both for form and function, with the 

idea of adding just enough expression back into the wood with out making our designs feel 

busy or distracting.
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Wood Boards
Lacking an 90 degree angles and featuring a hexagonal 
cross-section, our cutting boards are designed to prepare and 
serve. These three unique shapes allow for bold presentations 
that make any display pop.

MATERIAL: Cherry or Walnut Wood   
CARE & USE: Hand wash
OPTIONS:  Available in either natural cherry, walnut, 
  or oxidized walnut (black) 

Standard Wood Board 

ITEM NUMBER:  1412-C (Cherry)
  1412-W (Walnut)
  1412-B (Black)
SIZE:   11” W x 18.75“ L x 1” H

Long Wood Board

ITEM NUMBER:  1602-C (Cherry)
  1602-W (Walnut)
  1602-B (Black)
SIZE:               6.25” W x 30.5“ L x 1” H

Round Wood Board

ITEM NUMBER:  1601-C (Cherry)
  1601-W (Walnut)
  1601-B (Black)
SIZE:               15.75” W x 20.5“ L x 1” HNot shown to scale.
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Leicester Board 
 Designed from the function of hanging a cutting board, this is 
a perfect example of the beauty of a form conceived by 
function. Simple and to the point, the Leicester Board is 
designed to hang with our Hooks (1509-S/D) or Racks (1607, 
1507, 1508) creating a design as beautiful on the wall as in use.

MATERIAL: Cherry or Walnut Wood and Brass
OPTIONS:  Available in either cherry, oxidized 
  walnut (black), or walnut 
CARE & USE:      Hand wash

Small
ITEM NUMBER:  1603-C (Cherry)
  1603-W (Walnut)
  1603-B (Black)
SIZE:   9” W x 10“ L x 1” H

Medium
ITEM NUMBER:  1604-C (Cherry)
  1604-W (Walnut)
  1604-B (Black)
SIZE:   12” W x 13“ L x 1” H

Large
ITEM NUMBER:  1605-C (Cherry) 
  1605-W (Walnut)
  1605-B (Black)
SIZE:   18” W x 19“ L x 1” H



Not shown to scale.
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Maple Boards
Now available in beautiful white Maple, this bright white color 
gives new character to all of our wood products.

MATERIAL: Maple Wood and Brass
CARE & USE:      Hand wash

Small Leicester
ITEM NUMBER:  1603-M (Maple)
SIZE:   9” W x 10“ L x 1” H

  
Medium Leicester
ITEM NUMBER:  1604-M (Maple)
SIZE:   12” W x 13“ L x 1” H

Large Leicester
ITEM NUMBER:  1605-M (Maple)
SIZE:   18” W x 19“ L x 1” H

Round Wood Board
ITEM NUMBER:  1601-M (Maple)
SIZE:               15.75” W x 20.5“ L x 1” H

Standard Wood Board 
ITEM NUMBER:  1412-M (Maple)
SIZE:   11” W x 18.75“ L x 1” H

Long Wood Board
ITEM NUMBER:  1602-M (Maple)
SIZE:               6.25” W x 30.5“ L x 1” H

NEW!
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Cheese Utensils
Featuring a hexagon cross-section handle that pairs perfectly 
with the Wood Board collection (1412, 1601, 1602), our cheese 
knife, cutter and food picks are unique tools to complete the look 
of any cheese and charcuterie display with an added sense of 
sophistication.

MATERIAL: Cherry or Walnut Wood, Steel, Brass Rivets 
CARE & USE: Hand wash
OPTIONS:  Available in either natural cherry, walnut, or 
  oxidized walnut (black) 
   
Cheese Chisel
ITEM NUMBER: 1609-C (Cherry)
  1609-W (Walnut)
  1609-B (Black)
SIZE:   3.5” W x 6.75“ L

Cheese Knife
ITEM NUMBER:  1602-C (Cherry)
  1602-W (Walnut)
  1602-B (Black)
SIZE:               1.5” W x 7.25“ L 

Food Pick
ITEM NUMBER:  1514-C (Cherry)
  1514-B (Black)
  1514-W (Walnut)
SIZE:   2.25“ L x .75” W



Single Hook shown 
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Hanging Racks & Hooks
Featuring distinct hexagonal edge, ends and steel formed 
hooks, that make our racks simple and to the point. In the 
kitchen, entryway, or bedroom, a Hanging Rack fits in any 
environment while belonging to its own. 

Steel Hanging Rack
ITEM NUMBER:  1607-S (Steel)
MATERIAL: Steel
SIZE:   21.75“ L x 1.5” H x 1.5” D 
OPTIONS:  Available in blackened steel.

Small Wood Hanging Rack
ITEM NUMBER:  1507-WO (White Oak)
  1507-B (Black / Oxidized Walnut)
  1507-W (Walnut)
MATERIAL: Solid White Oak or Walnut wood, Steel
SIZE:   24“ L x 3.25” H x 2.5” D 

Large Wood Hanging Rack
ITEM NUMBER:  1508-WO (White Oak)
  1508-B (Black / Oxidized Walnut)
  1508-W (Walnut)
SIZE:   48“ L x 3.25” H x 2.5” D 

Steel Hook
ITEM NUMBER:  1509-S (Single)
   1509-D (Double) 
  1509-T (Triple) 
MATERIAL: Steel
SIZE:   Single  1.5” W x 3.25” H x 1.5” D
  Double 1.5” W x 3.25” H x 2.25” D
  Triple 1.5” W x 3.25” H x 3” D



www.edgewoodmade.com

Home Goods Contact: David Short
davidshort@edgewoodmade.com
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